1

NOMENCLATURE

Roman
A cross-sectional area
c specific heat
d differential
fv volumetric void fraction
G Gibbs free energy
g specific free energy
H enthalpy
h specific enthalpy
k thermal conductivity
l length
M mass in V
m mass
Q heat
q heat
R molar gas constant
R* specific gas constant
S entropy
s specific entropy
T temperature
t
time
u velocity
V volume
v specific volume
W work
X generic variable
x specific generic variable
x molar fraction
y displacement
Z compression factor
z displacement

Greek/Math
∂ partial derivative
∇ gradient
β expansivity
γ specific heat ratio cP/cV
δ deviation
Δ difference
ε effectiveness
η efficiency
η enthalpy perturbation
λ thermal penetration depth
µ chemical potential
µ mass perturbation
Π dimensionless pressure
σ entropy perturbation
τ oscillation period
τ temperture perturbation
ϕ phase
ω frequency [radians/s]
Superscript
•
flow
–
mean
g
gas
gw
gas to wall
w
wall
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Subscript
3
3
He
4
4
He
a
average (mean)
c
cold heat exchanger
d
dynamic (amplitude)
dc
dc
eff
effective
ex
heat exchanger
excess excess
gas
gas
gen
generation
H
enthalpy
h
hot heat exchanger
i
index
i
ideal
in
inlet
int
internal
inv
inversion
k
thermal conduction
loss loss
m
mass
min minimum
o
aftercooler
out
outlet
P
pressure
pt
pulse tube
real real (actual)
regen regenerator
S
entropy
solid solid
T
temperature
total total
V
volume
x
generic variable
Δ
ΔT

8
A

APPENDICES
Heat Transfer Losses in Basic Pulse Tube

As was shown in Sec. 4.11, the ideal BPTR produced no cooling. This is a result of the
mass flow being adiabatic and out of phase with the pressure and temperature oscillations. In
practice, the BPTR does produce a small amount of cooling, the result of heat transfer between
the pulse tube wall and the gas. Various methods of calculating the performance of BPTRs have
been given elsewhere.65 Here, a method based on heat transfer in the pulse tube boundary layer
will be discussed.
If we assume that the gas to wall interaction results in small perturbations in h, s, T, and m :
h = h i + η , s = s i + σ , T = T i + τ , and m = m i + µ ,
(A1)
where dh, ds, and dg are given by (3.5 – 3.7) respectively and the perturbations are assumed to
be small ( η  hi , τ  Ti , and µ  m i ) and out of phase with the ideal quantities. Only the
oscillating portions of h, s, T, and m contribute to the cyclic averages. Therefore, only the
oscillating terms need to be included in (A1). Then, by (4.13) and (4.29):
τ
τ
1
1
,
(A2)
m
h
dt
=
0
µηdt = 0 , and si = 0.
i i
τ
τ
0

0

The perturbations yield small enthalpy and entropy flows:
τ
τ
H = 1τ
mhdt ≈ 1τ
µh i dt + 1τ
0

S = 1τ

0

τ
0

msdt ≈ 1τ

τ
0

τ
0

m i σdt ,

m i ηdt ,

(A3)
(A4)

and
(A5)
which result in cooling at the cold heat exchanger and dissipation at the hot heat exchanger.
One can estimate the size of the perturbations from a simple model of the BPTR pulse tube.
Consider approximating the motion of an element of gas in the pulse tube as a four-step cycle.
In this approximation, the gas element moves toward the hot heat exchanger as it is compressed
adiabatically. The element pauses briefly at its maximum displacement. It then retraces its path
expanding adiabatically. Finally, it pauses at its initial starting point. In a real basic pulse tube,
there is some heat transfer between the walls and our gas element. Assume this occurs only
during the pauses and that the pauses are isobaric. Now, as heat is transferred at the first pause,
the gas cools and continues to move toward the hot heat exchanger. Similarly, at the second
pause, the gas warms and continues to move toward the cold heat exchanger. Since the heat
transfer only occurs for a short time, only the gas within the thermal penetration depth is cooled
or warmed, respectively.
In analyzing this cycle we will assume small amplitude variations about mean values and
that the wall temperature is steady and equal to the local mean gas temperature, Taw(z) = Tag(z).
During the adiabatic legs, an element of gas is displaced a distance yd, where v = y A is the
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volume between the gas element and the hot heat exchanger. This definition of y results in
dz = -dy. Then from (5.16):
P v
yd = d a .
(A6)
Pa γA
After the compression, the heated and displaced gas element ends at a section of wall that is also
hotter than the starting point. The temperature difference between the gas and the wall becomes:
g
w
ΔTdgw = ∂T Pd - ∂T dz yd
(A7)
∂z dy
∂P S
w
P
v
ΔTdgw = d T w 1 - 1γ - a ∂T .
or
(A8)
Pa
γA ∂z
During the isobaric leg, the gas within the thermal penetration depth, λ, cools to the local Tw
and the mean gas temperature changes by
gw
τ ≈ 2λ
(A9)
r ΔT
where 2λ/r is the ratio of the volume of the thermal penetration layer to the volume of the gas
element. The enthalpy perturbation is η = cP τ. Combining the two isobaric legs, there is no net
heat flow between the gas and the wall. During the cooling leg, there is an additional
displacement, δyd, which can be found by ∂v/∂T|P for an ideal gas:
vτ
δyd = d w .
(A10)
AT
The mass flows are proportional to the displacements. Thus,
δy
µ = y d md .
(A11)
d
One can now combine (A3-A11) to calculate the mass flow and temperature perturbations
and from those the enthalpy and entropy flows. Instead, we will find the phase shifts from these
perturbations. The perturbations shift the phase of m and T by
τd
δy
ϕ m = y d and ϕ T = T .
(A12)
d
d
These can be evaluated at the cold heat exchanger, yielding
ϕm ≈ - γ - 1 ϕT
(A13)
T
T
h
c
1
and
.
(A14)
ϕ T ≈ 2λ
r 1- γ-1
Tc
where the temperature gradient was approximated by the mean temperature gradient.
The total phase shift, ϕmT = ϕm - ϕΤ = -γ ϕT, is small. The factor γ is the result of the assumed
path of the secondary compression. These phase shifts result in a small enthalpy flow:
γϕ T
γ-1
P
γ τ
H≈τ
m i ηdt ≈
m d c P T dg ≈
ϕ T m d c P T aw d .
(A15)
Pa
2
2
0
w
Since m d Ta is constant along the pulse tube (4.14) and ϕΤ is roughly constant (A14), H is
approximately constant.
When ϕT in (A14) is 0, the enthalpy flow ≈ 0. This defines the minimum temperature a
BPTR can reach:
Tc min ≈ Th γ .
(A16)
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For Th = 280 K, Tc min ≈ 168 K for helium and Tc min ≈ 200 K for air. Eq. (A16) is based on a
simplification of the heat transfer process and can only be considered approximation of the true
limit. Yet, a survey66 (summarized in Table A1) of BPTRs found that most had Tc above or near
the minimum. The lowest temperature reached was 135 K in a large amplitude (Pd/Pa = 0.6)
helium PTR.67
Table A1: Summary of an early survey of BPTR minimum temperatures.66
Reference Gas Hot Ht. Ex. Cold Ht. Ex. Cold Load
Temp. (K)
Temp. (K)
(W)
68
air
303
214.5
0
69
He
293
169
0
69
He
293
177
0
69
He
293
181
0
69
He
293
230
0
70
He
163
0
71
He
290
150
0
72
He
185
0
72
He
160
0
72
He
135
0
73
He
185
0
73
He
160
0
74
He
294
167
0
75
He
289
165
0
76
He
283
169
0
76
He
282
167
0
The analysis here only includes heat transfer near the minimum and maximum
displacements. When heat transfer over the whole cycle is included, a more complete calculation
found that the minimum temperature could be lower than Th/γ.65
The heat transfer induced phase shift results in entropy generation. By (5.1) this is
dS gen
∇
= ∇q ΔT2 ,
(A17)
dt
Tw
∇q = 2λ
where
(A18)
r ∇M c P ΔT
is the heat needed to change the mass within the thermal penetration depth by ΔT. Thus
Sgen ∝ (ΔT/Tw)2. It is a second order term and can be ignored. By (3.23), the entropy flow is also
small.
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B

Pulse Tube to Heat Exchanger Transition

The transition between an isothermal heat exchanger ( H = 0 ) and the adiabatic pulse tube (
S = 0 ) will be discussed here. At these transitions (Figure 4), the enthalpy flow in the pulse tube
vanishes. Two-dimensional modeling using a commercial computational fluid dynamics, CFD,
application has shown that in this region there are four types of temperature profiles during each
cycle.51 These are shown in Figure B1 for the transition at the hot heat exchanger. The figures
would be inverted for the cold transition. The figures show two types of processes:
1) One type occurs when the mass flow is from the heat exchanger and into the pulse tube:
(d) and (a) in Figure B1. The flow leaves the heat exchanger at the temperature of the
heat exchanger with no convective heat transfer. Once in the pulse tube, the changing
pressure causes the gas temperature to change. This results in a temperature gradient in
the pulse tube and thermal conduction between the gas in the pulse tube and the heat
exchanger. This process is described by (4.42).
2) The other type occurs when the gas flows from the pulse tube and into the heat
exchanger: (b) and (c) in Figure B1. The gas enters the heat exchanger and its
temperature rapidly changes to equilibrate with the heat exchanger. The temperature
gradient is very much greater than in the previous case. Thus, much more heat is
transferred. The heat transferred is
(B1)
Q = mc PΔT ,
where ΔT is the temperature change of the gas on entering the heat exchanger. This
convective heat transfer tracks the gas temperature near the heat exchanger.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure B1: The temperature profile at the pulse tube/hot heat exchanger interface in a
PTR with inertance tube is illustrated in sequence during the cycle. The pressure is above
the mean pressure in (a) and (b) and below the mean pressure in (c) and (d). The mass
flow is from the heat exchanger into the pulse tube in (a) and (d) and is reversed in (b)
and (c).
The sequence shown in Figure B1 are for an IPTR. The sequence is reversed for an OPTR.
The heat transfer for both configurations is illustrated in Figure B2. The illustrations combine
both conduction and convection. The illustrated amplitudes of the two terms are arbitrary. The
phase shifts between the mass flow and pressure used in Figure B2 are given in Table B1 and
were chosen to be near optimal for each configuration.62 The path followed by gas elements in
the transition region for several different cycles has been discussed elsewhere.32
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mass flow pt to hx

mass flow pt to hx

0

high pressure

mass flow hx to pt

relative heat flow from gas to hx

heat flow from gas to hx

mass flow hx to pt

low pressure

0
low pressure

high pressure

0

0

1

Time (fraction of cycle)

Time (fraction of cycle)

(a)

(b)
mass flow pt to hx

mass
flow
hx to
pt

0

high pressure

mass flow pt to hx

mass flow hx to pt

heat flow from gas to hx

heat flow from gas to hx

mass flow hx to pt

1

low pressure

0

low pressure

high pressure
0

Time (fraction of cycle)

1

0

(c)

Time (fraction of cycle)

1

(d)

Figure B2: Qualitative representations of the heat flow from the working fluid (gas) to
the heat exchangers for an orifice pulse tube cooler (a, b) and an inertance tube pulse tube
cooler (c, d). The transition at the cold heat exchanger (a, c) and the hot heat exchanger
(b, d) are shown. The regions of P > P0 and P < P0 are indicated, as are the regions
where the mass flows from the pulse tube (pt) to the heat exchanger (hx) and vice versa.
Table B1: Phase shift used in Fig. 4 between mass flow and pressure (mass flow lag < 0,
lead > 0)
Type of Pulse Tube Cooler
Orifice
Inertance Tube

at Cold Heat Exchanger
30°
-30°
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at Hot Heat Exchanger
0°
-60°
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The heat transfer is not a simple function expressible in the form assumed in the small
amplitude approximation, (3.2 – 3.3). The conduction term can be approximated by (3.2 – 3.3).
The convection term only lasts half a cycle. It is of the form:
Q = q 0 + q 1sin 2ωt + ϕ
for m into heat exchanger
(B2)
Q = 0,
and for m out of heat exchanger
(B3)
where q 0 , q 1 , and ϕ are interdependent constants with the constraint that Q is continuous. The
convection term represents the conversion between the enthalpy flow in the pulse tube and heat
exchanged to the heat exchanger. Thus, there is a transition region near the heat exchanger
where there is a transition from pure enthalpy flow of the form of (3.2 – 3.3) to the form of (B2 –
B3). This transition region is of the order of the distance a gas element penetrates the pulse tube
during a cycle. Evidence of this transition may have been seen in temperature measurements in
the transfer line between a compressor and a regenerator.77
Because of the asymmetry in (B2 – B3), there is a net heat flow between the gas and the heat
exchanger and the mean gas temperature near the end of the pulse tube differs from the heat
exchanger’s temperature. The contribution to the heat transfer from the convection term is q 0 /2.
Conduction decreases the heat transfer and temperature offset at both heat exchangers. The
mean temperature offsets increases the heat conducted in the central region of the pulse tube.
The entropy generative in the process discussed earlier (Sec. 5.6) assumed that ΔT is constant
over a cycle. A more precise calculation is given by integrating (5.1) over a cycle:
τ
-21
S gen = T ex
QΔT dτ .
(B4)
τ
0

where Tex is the heat exchanger temperature.
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C

3

He Quasi Particles in Superfluid 4He

The previous discussion (Sec. 7) on the minimum temperature of a PTR assumes that the
mixture moves as a bulk fluid. In the superfluid region, He-II, the fluid can act as two
interpenetrating fluids, which can move independently. One is the pure 4He superfluid
component. The other is the normal fluid component consisting of some 4He and all of the 3He.
Near the λ-line, most of the fluid is in the normal state. Below ≈ 1 K, the normal fluid consists
of only 3He quasi particles. If the piston in the compressor has a superleak, then the 3He can act
as a low-density gas moving in a fixed 4He background. A full treatment of the thermodynamics
in this regime is beyond the scope of this paper. Reviews of the thermodynamics of dilute 3He in
4
He solutions have been given elsewhere.78,79,80
A PTR using dilute 3He in a fixed 4He background was developed at Los Alamos. It
operated between 1 K and 0.6 K.81 The system pressure is fixed by the conditions in the
compressor/aftercooler. The compressor does not cause pressure oscillations; rather it causes the
3
He concentration, x3, and the osmotic pressure, Π3, to oscillate. Pressure gradients in the
regenerator, heat exchangers, and orifices are replaced by gradients in Π3. In the pulse tube, the
constraint that ∇P = 0 is replaced by ∇µ4 = 0, where µ4 is the chemical potential of the 4He.
Several loci of ∇µ4 = 0 are shown in Figure C1. For constant µ4, x3 increases as the temperature
decreases. The cold end temperature is limited by phase separation. The Los Alamos PTR was
filled with x3 = 0.17 before being turned on.
1.4

1.2

Temperature [K]

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

Phase Separation
0.2

0
0

5

10

3

15

20

25

molar % He in mixture
µ4 for dilute 3He/4He

mixtures. The dashed line is,
Figure C1: Selected loci of constant
approximately, the operating region of the Los Alamos PTR.
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To reach the lowest temperatures limits, x3 ≤ 0.064. Such a pulse tube with a warm end
above 0.6 K will have x3 < 0.01 at the warm end and in the compressor. Such low concentrations
limits the mass flow and the cooling achievable in a practical sized cooler. This type of cooler
has not seen further development nor has it seen any practical application.
Currently available thermodynamic models of dilute 3He in 4He shows no evidence of a
low temperature limit of a PTR.
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D

Constructing P-V and T-S Diagrams

Pressure-volume (P-V) and temperature-entropy (T-S) diagrams are constructed using the
Lagrangian approach; they trace the path of a hypothetical element of gas as it moves through a
system during a complete thermodynamic cycle. In a recuperative refrigerator, this can be a
useful approach as a gas element passes through all of the components during a cycle. The cycle
is often simplified to keep the path on curves of a constant thermodynamic parameter; e.g.,
isobars, isotherms, or isochors. In a PTR this approach has difficulties.82,83
In regenerative machines, void volumes prevent a single element from traversing the whole
refrigerator during a cycle.84 This difficulty is often overcome by assuming no void volumes in
the components; e.g., heat exchangers, regenerator, compressor, and expander. When void
volumes are included, some gas elements may spend a complete cycle within a single
component. Each gas element follows a slightly different P-V and T-S path. All of the possible
paths can be shown on the same P-V and T-S diagrams. This set of diagrams is bounded by
curves similar to diagrams developed for the no-void-volume assumption. Thus, for regenerative
coolers the familiar P-V and T-S diagrams can be used if they are interpreted as the envelope of
the paths of all gas elements.35
In the small amplitude approximation, all of the thermodynamic quantities (P, v, T, h, s, g,
and m) are sinusoidal in time. Thus, the P-V and T-S diagrams are ellipses. Traditional P-V and
T-S diagrams have sharp corners. Using the small amplitude approximation will not produce
diagrams with the traditional sharp corners. To maintain the sharp corners of the diagrams, the
pressure waveform in the compressor can be approximated by straight lines: two isothermal legs
linear in time, and two isobaric legs (Figure D1).

Figure D1: Solid line is the straight line approximation of the sinusoidal (dashed line)
pressure oscillation.
To account for the mass flow in the pulse tube, a dimensionless parameter, Ψ, will be used.
Inside the pulse tube, the flow that contributes to the cooling is in phase with the pressure and
changes occur at constant volume. The volume flow in phase with the pressure at the cold heat
exchanger is the same as the volume flow through the orifice. (This effect is the result of mass
accumulation and is discussed in Sec. 4.3.) Since the hot heat exchanger is at higher
temperature, Th, than the cold heat exchanger, Tc, the mass flow amplitude, , for an ideal gas
decreases as T -1 along the pulse tube. This can be characterized within the pulse tube by a
dimensionless mass flow parameter:
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.

(D1)

Then, an entropy change, ΔS, with a mass flow, (Tc), at the cold heat exchanger, results in a
heat flow of (Tc)TcΔS. At a higher temperature within the pulse tube, ΨTΔS = TcΔS. Thus, the
same entropy change results in a heat flow at the hot heat exchanger of
(Th)ThΔS = (Tc)TcΔS.
(D2)
In the rest of the OPTR, from the cold heat exchanger to the compressor, Ψ is defined to be 1.
This is equivalent to assuming that the void volumes of the regenerator and heat exchangers are
small compared to the pulse tube volume. If the void volumes are included, then there is a slight
gradient in Ψ in the regenerator and Figure D2 is slightly changed.

Figure D2: 3-D representation of the pulse tube cycle for an OPTR in a) P-V- and b) TS- space. The dimensionless quantity is discussed in the text. The paths of gas elements
in the compressor (A-B-C-D), the cold het exchanger (E-F-G-H), and the hot heat
exchanger (I-J-K-L) are shown as solid lines. The path within the regenerator (a-b-c-d) is
shown grey.
The OPTR cycle is a four-step process. We will make the same assumptions as are usually
made in textbooks. The compressor, as for the Stirling cycle, is isothermal rather than adiabatic
followed by an aftercooler. Figure D2 shows the paths of gas elements in the compressor, cold
heat exchanger, hot heat exchanger, and regenerator as solid lines. The dashed lines connect
these paths. Within the regenerator, the dashed lines correspond to a constant temperature
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gradient (Sec. 4.16). Within the pulse tube, the dashed line corresponds to (D1). The pulse tube
will be discussed in more detail later. The process starts at A (compressor), E (cold heat
exchanger), and I (hot heat exchanger). The cycle is
a. Isothermal compression: A⇒B, E⇒F, and I⇒J. The temperatures are Th, Tc, and Th
respectively. The pressure changes throughout the system (except for the reservoir) from
Pa - Pd to Pa + Pd. The changing pressure in the pulse tube requires mass to flow into it
from the cold heat exchanger.
b. Continued displacement of the piston from B⇒C and isobaric flow through the lossless
regenerator, which results in a volume flow from F⇒G at the cold heat exchanger and an
equal volume flow through the orifice into the reservoir from J⇒K. The pressure
remains constant at Pa + Pd. This is the mass flow, which contributes to the cooling.
c. Isothermal expansion: C⇒D, G⇒H, and K⇒L. The pressure changes throughout the
system (except for the reservoir) from Pa + Pd to Pa - Pd.
d. Continued displacement of the piston from D⇒A and isobaric flow through the lossless
regenerator which results in a volume flow from H⇒E at the cold heat exchanger and an
equal volume flows through the orifice from the reservoir from L⇒I. The pressure
remains constant at Pa - Pd. This is the mass flow, which contributes to the cooling.
During steps 1 and 2, there is adiabatic compression and expansion, respectively, in the
pulse tube. Being adiabatic, there is no direct heat transfer in the pulse tube. There is convective
heat transfer at the heat exchanger to pulse tube boundary (Appendix B). The heat transfer is
into the hot heat exchanger during compression and from the cold heat exchanger during
expansion. For the most part, these transfers occur within the respective heat exchangers. The
heat exchangers are assumed isothermal at all times. Thus, for the purposes here, all of the
external heat transfers (heat and entropy flows) are considered isothermal and occur at the heat
exchangers or at the compressor. This is similar to assuming, for the Stirling cycle in Figure 4,
that the expansion is isothermal rather than a more realistic adiabatic piston coupled to an
isothermal heat exchanger.
The compressor does work
= path (A-A’-B’-B-A) which is rejected as heat
=
=
.
At
the
cold
heat
exchanger,
expansion
work
=
path
(C-C’-F’-F-C)
is
done
absorbing
heat
AB
= Tc CF, where AB = CF. At the orifice, work = path (D-D’-E’-E-D) is dissipated and
rejected as heat
= ΨTh DDE = Tc DE, and DE = CF.
Th

The 3-D P-V-Ψ and T-S-Ψ diagrams of Figure D2 can be projected onto 2-D P-V and ΨT-S
diagrams. These are shown in Figure D3. These diagrams are similar to the P-V and T-S
diagrams of the Ericsson cycle.
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Figure D3: 2-D representation of the pulse tube cycle for an OPTR in P-V and T-S
space. The dimensionless quantity is discussed in the text.
The above discussion shows that with no more idealization than used for the Stirling cycle,
the OPTR refrigeration cycle can be reduced to an Ericsson cycle. The final step in this
development was the suppression of the contribution of the pulse tube in Figure D3. The path of
gas elements within the pulse tube was not included in Figures D2 and D3. To a certain extent,
this omission is justified. The function of the pulse tube, orifice, and reservoir is to control the
phase shift between the mass flow and pressure at the cold heat exchanger. They are not
otherwise important to the thermodynamics of an idealized system.
The principal
thermodynamic components are those included in Figure D3: the compressor, regenerator, and
the cold heat exchanger. The pulse tube, hot heat exchanger, and orifice form a phase shifter, as
does the cold piston (or displacer) in a Stirling refrigerator.
The dotted lines used to represent P, V, T, and S in the pulse tube do not reflect the actual
motion of gas elements there. The ideal pulse tube is adiabatic; i.e., the entropy of a gas element
within the pulse tube is constant. This is shown by the gas element path (m-n) in Figure D4.
Extending this over the entire pulse tube produces the envelope (M-N-O-P). There is a
discontinuity between this path and the paths at the heat exchangers (F-G) and (J-K). Actually,
there is no discontinuity. Rather, there is a transition region near the ends of the pulse tube.
Most of the heat transfer occurs within these transitions and not in the heat exchangers
(Appendix B). This is an irreversible process and not readily presented on P-V and T-S
diagrams. With this limitation, presenting the OPTR cycle as an Ericsson cycle is a reasonable
idealization.
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Figure D4: The T-S-Ψ diagram of the pulse tube with its two heat exchangers. Because
there is less mass flow at the hot heat exchanger tan at the cold heat exchanger, path(O-P)
is longer than path(M-N) – see ref. 22 for details.
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E

Regenerator Effectiveness/Ineffectiveness

The regenerator effectiveness is a measure of the thermodynamic quality of a regenerator. It
is defined in terms heat or enthalpy transfer between the working fluid and the solid regenerator
material. There is some variation in the literature of the definition.85,86 Here, the effectiveness is
defined in terms of enthalpy flows: The effectiveness, ε, is defined as the actual change in the
enthalpy of the fluid to the maximum possible enthalpy transfer. The instantaneous effectiveness
is
(E1)
where

is the actual (real) enthalpy transfer rate and

is the ideal enthalpy transfer rate:
(E2)

This is the maximum enthalpy that can be transferred from the gas to the solid material at any
instant. The pressure of the gas is not the same for both flow directions. For a real gas, cP
depends on the flow direction. Thus,
and ε depend on the flow direction.
Here only an ideal gas is considered. For an ideal gas cP is a constant, independent of
pressure or temperature; and (E2) reduces to
(E3)
The instantaneous ineffectiveness is
(E4)
where
is the enthalpy flow in the regenerator; i.e., the enthalpy not transferred. As
discussed in Sec. 5.7, this is the enthalpy flow in the regenerator:
, where ΔT = ΔTd sin
(ωt + ϕΔ) is the temperature difference between the gas and solid material, as given by (5.24).
The instantaneous ineffectiveness becomes:
(E5)
The average ineffectiveness is found by averaging (E5) over one flow direction, i.e. a half
cycle. The average ineffectiveness becomes:
(E6)
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F

DC Flow Losses in DPTR

The DPTR has a secondary orifice connecting the aftercooler with the hot heat exchanger.
A small portion of the mass flow is diverted from the regenerator and routed through this orifice.
This reduces the regenerator losses and affects the phase shift at the cold heat exchanger.
Unfortunately, orifices often have asymmetrical flow impedances, resulting in a small dc flow
loop through the regenerator, pulse tube, and orifice. The dc flow has been observed to cause
flow and temperature instabilities87,88,89, has been modeled90,91, and shown to change the
temperature profiles in the regenerator and pulse tube.92 Here we will discuss the change in the
temperature profile and the resulting loss. The discussion will consider the effect in the
regenerator. A similar effect occurs in the pulse tube.
We will assume an ideal system, except for the dc flow and thermal conduction. There is no
enthalpy flow in the regenerator due to the oscillating flow. The dc flow produces an enthalpy
flow of m dc cPT . In addition, there is a heat flow of −kA∇T . From the first law:
dT
(F1)
m dc cPT − kA
= constant
dz
If m dc > 0 , then the flowing mass cools as it moves along the regenerator. The heat removed
increases the heat flow. Thus, ∇T becomes more negative as one approaches the cold heat
exchanger.
Eq. (F1) can be integrated over the length of the regenerator,  , with the boundary
conditions that the ends of the regenerator are at Th and Tc. In general, the thermal conductivity
is a function of T. This may necessitate numerical integration of (F1). If k is a constant, a closed
form solution exists for the regenerator:
Tregen = (Tc − Th eα  ) (1− eα z ) (1− eα  ) + Th eα z

(F2)

T pt = (Tc − Th e−α  ) (1− eα z ) (1− e−α  ) + Tc eα z

(F3)

−1

 P kA . For the pulse tube:
where z = 0 at the aftercooler end of the regenerator and α = mc
−1

where z = 0 at the cold heat exchanger end of the pulse tube. The resulting temperature profiles
for (F2) and (F2) are shown in Figures F1 and F2, respectively, for a variety of values of α . The
α will be different in the two components, because the k will be different. α-1 is a characteristic
length. The deviation from the ideal temperature profile is small if α   1 .
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Figure F1: The temperature profile as a result of dc flow in the regenerator assuming
constant k for a selection of flows in the positive and negative flow directions.

Figure F2: The temperature profile as a result of dc flow in the pulse tube assuming
constant k for a selection of flows in the positive and negative flow directions.
The dc flow reduces the heat conduction term where the flow enters the regenerator and
increases it at the exit. For the regenerator (F2), the conduction term is
⎛ eα z ⎞
dT
(F4)
= m dc cP (Tc − Th ) ⎜
Q regen = −kregen A
dz
⎝ 1− eα  ⎟⎠
and for the pulse tube (F3) the conduction term is
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⎛ eα z ⎞
dT
(F5)
= − m dc cP (Tc − Th ) ⎜
Q pt = −k pt A
dz
⎝ 1− eα  ⎟⎠
Thus, the dc flow results in a net heat load on the cold heat exchanger. When the temperature
dependence of k is included, the effect has been shown to greater for m dc flowing in the direction
of ∇T < 0 than in the other direction.54
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